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Is it just me, or does shaving foam simply vanish with no
explanation? I mean I put it on my face, I shave and then it
goes without me washing it away. I check my razor for any of
the stuff, I look for it in the sink, but no, it’s gone. That
must mean it’s passing through my skin and into my body
somehow. Sound crazy? Well, the same phenomenon happens when I
have a bath. I get in the thing and the water level goes down.
Water is being absorbed by me, too! (Ahhh, the top of my bath
has a drain-like device to stop flooding. THAT’S where the
water goes. Phew!) Ok, so foam passes through my skin and
water doesn’t. Am I supposed to be relieved? No! God knows
what’s happening to me as apparently shaving foam is
poisonous. But I’m feeling fine... So that must mean I’m
immortal. Pretty cool, but definitely weird.

There is a black metal band out there called ‘Immortal’. It
makes me wonder - do they absorb shaving foam with no health
effects? I’ve looked for a band online called ‘Shaving Foam’
and there isn’t one, perhaps showing all members are now dead.
Anyway, interestingly Immortal have a song called ‘All Shall
Fall’. Does THAT relate to poisonous foam? With lyrics such as
‘armed in the fires of combat’, perhaps not unless you’re
comparing combat to shaving?? That would be I guess KIND of
understandable when you consider all the blood, but not
really. A more important question is why the HELL aren’t
cosmetic companies concerned about killing the vast majority
of their customers?? This is an outrage! Can you remember when
Judas Priest got accused of killing their fanbase? People were
horrified!

The only explanation is there is a cover up. Having asked
Google ‘why do shaving companies kill their customers?’ I
found no matching results. Pathetic. Here’s a thought: Do you
have to use foam? Why not use soap instead? I mean it’s nice
and smooth, the only difference is you actually wash the stuff
away. What I can’t make sense of however, is when you put ‘can
you use soap as shaving foam’ into Google there ARE results. I
guess it’s a question that’s less explosive, but still, I was
expecting more censorship. Of course shaving foam is
recommended over soap, but at least the search engine didn’t
say all soap users will die.

Hm. That’s funny. After visiting Immortal’s Wikipedia page in
the hope of finding any shaving foam clues, I’ve found the
band has some ’live members’, implying others are dead. Maybe
foam can’t kill some of the musicians because they’ve already
been killed. But how do you know if you’re alive or no more? I
mean the musicians don’t LOOK deceased. They act the same as
mortals and all that. Maybe I’ve already been killed by
shaving foam. Unfortunately, my search ‘how to know if you’re
dead’ provided me with no scientific answers. If the internet
doesn’t know, why should I? I’ll finish this monologue on this
powerful thought: Immortal have no original members. As that
isn’t an issue for the group, the band could actually last
forever (quite literally making them Immortal), being replaced
by musician after musician. How about that? Anywho... Bye!
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